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Abstract

This paper presents experimental evidence that repeated play with the same partners may

lead to detrimental effects on cooperation in public goods game. First, we find that re-

peated interaction in partner condition leads to a larger between-group variance and smaller

within-group variances in terms of subjects’ contributions to public goods than in stranger

condition, due to the tendency of some groups remaining cooperative while others becoming

homogeneously non-cooperative, which makes the overall effectiveness of repetition uncer-

tain. Second, we show that repetition can have a lingering negative effect on the future

cooperation, especially when players fail to generate and sustain cooperation. Applying a

“sudden restart”, we found the subjects’ experience during the first games carried over to the

next series of games. Interestingly, having the subjects play the second series of game in the

same condition (i.e., all in stranger condition), we found the previous negative experiences is

stronger among players who completed the first series of games in the partner condition than

in stranger condition. Our result suggests that without other supplementary institutions to

foster cooperation, a simple repeated interaction can be a risky mechanism for enhancing

cooperations.

Keywords: Public goods game experiment, Partner condition, Stranger condition, Linger-

ing effect, Within- and between-group variances
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1 Introduction

It is commonly assumed that repeated interactions increase cooperation. In a public goods

game, for instance, infinitely repeated interactions with the same partners help overcome the

free-rider problem through possible future retaliation. Even in finitely repeated games, where

free-riding is the dominant strategy, strategic cooperation can occur, especially when other

players’ rationality or self-regarding preferences are not common knowledge. For example,

when a rational player believes other players are reciprocators, he or she may choose to

cooperate in order to induce cooperation from other reciprocal members in future rounds

(Kreps et al., 1982).

Despite these theoretical predictions, experimental evidence of the effect of repeated

interactions on cooperation is mixed. In a seminal paper, Andreoni (1988) tested whether

subjects’ strategic motives cause a positive contribution in public goods games and found,

surprisingly, that the public goods games in the partner condition (i.e., repeated public goods

games with fixed partners) produce less contribution than the public goods games in the

stranger condition (i.e., where the composition of the group changes randomly every round).

Replication of his experiments have led to conflicting results. Some studies have found the

opposite of Andreoni’s results (Croson, 1996; Keser & van Winden, 2000; Sonnemans et al.,

1999) and some no difference between partners and strangers (Weimann, 1994; Brandt &

Schram, 2001), while others have confirmed his results (Palfrey & Prisbrey, 1996). Meta-

analyses have also shown country-specific results (Burlando & Hey, 1997; Brandt et al.,

2004). Though a meta study done by Zelmer (2003) reports that partner condition enhances

cooperation, it is fair to say that a consensus on the effectiveness of repeated interactions is

far from clear.1

Revisiting an old problem, partner vs. stranger, we will present evidence showing that

repeated interactions in partner condition can have negative consequences2. First, we show

1Another closely related issue is to explain the decay of contribution during the game repetition. We

address this issue when we explain one of our results in Section 3.1.
2In our paper, we mean ‘repetition’ or ’repeated games’ by repeated interactions with same partners, not

by the repetition of one-shot play where players are randomly rematched each round (i.e., the repetition in
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that repetition is a risky mechanism for enhancing the cooperative effect in a sense that it

does not promise a higher level of cooperation, yet increases the variances in contributions.

Second, we show that when players fail to generate and sustain a high level of cooperation

through repeated interactions, their failed attempts may have a negative lingering effect on

players’ future behaviors.

Regarding the first point, we show that subjects in partner condition react more strongly

to the contribution of other group members than those in stranger condition. While this idea

has been reported in previous studies (Keser & van Winden, 2000; Croson, 2007), we extend

it to show that a higher level of reciprocity in partner condition leads to faster behavioral

convergence among the members of partner groups than among those of stranger groups.

This within-group convergence of contributions leads to divergence in average contributions

between groups. While the subjects’ stronger reaction to others’ behaviors in the partner

setting can generate highly successful groups in which members’ contributions converge to

a level higher than in the stranger setting, it can also create unfortunate groups in which

members’ contributions converge to extremely low levels due to free-riding or retaliation

against such free-riding behavior.

Previous studies have neglected the downside risk of reciprocity and, as a result, shown

optimistic biases regarding the effect of repeated interactions on cooperation. The double-

edged nature of the stronger reaction coefficient and path dependency of group contributions

in the partner setting makes its net effect on average contributions ambiguous, which led the

mixed empirical outcomes noted above.

The second piece of experimental evidence we present is that individuals’ “frustrated

attempts at kindness” (Andreoni, 1995) have a lingering effect on their behavior and that

this effect can be more pronounced when they had such an experience in the partner condi-

tion. We find that subjects’ experience in the previous interaction matters in the sense that

those ‘burned’ by uncooperative group members in their previous interactions reduce their

contribution, and that the adverse effect of being burned is stronger among those who pre-

viously experienced the games in the partner condition. This finding suggests that repeated

stranger condition).
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interactions may not only be ineffective at generating cooperation, but also even harmful

because of the long-lasting effects of such a frustrating experience.

2 Experimental Design

Our experiment consisted of public goods games (a.k.a. the voluntary contribution mecha-

nism) with two different treatments that have been widely adopted in experimental studies

since Andreoni’s seminal work (Andreoni, 1988; Croson, 1996; Andreoni & Croson, 2008).

We conducted 10-round public goods games in one of two parallel conditions; (i) in the part-

ner condition where subjects remain in the same group and repeatedly interact with the same

group members, or (ii) in the stranger condition where subjects are randomly assigned to

new groups in each round (i.e., subjects play the public goods game with different members

each time). Having finished the 10-round public goods games (Phase I), we then introduced

“a sudden restart” design (Andreoni, 1988) and let subjects play another 10-round public

goods games, but this time all in the stranger condition (Phase II). Our design is slightly

different from the previous work in that we had all the subjects be exposed to the same

condition (i.e., stranger condition) during the the second 10-round games rather than having

them play the second series of the games in the same condition of the first series. Having all

the subjects playing the games in the stranger condition after the sudden restart, we were

able to examine the effect of repeated play with the same partners on cooperation as well as

the lingering effect from the previous conditions.

We conducted 10 sessions with 20 or 24 subjects in each session. In all 10 sessions, par-

ticipants completed two consecutive phases (Phase I and Phase II) each of which composed

of 10 decision rounds. Five sessions were run in the P-S treatment and another five sessions

in the S-S treatment, as defined below:

• P-S treatment (Partner-Stranger): Subjects play a 10-round public goods game in

the partner condition (Phase I) and then another 10-round public goods game in the

stranger condition (Phase II).
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• S-S treatment (Stanger-Stranger): Subjects play a 10-round public goods game in the

stranger condition (Phase I) and then another 10-round public goods game in the

stranger condition (Phase II).

Subjects were not informed that the first phase would be followed by another 10-round

game. Subjects were told that the experiment would be conducted in an anonymous manner

so that their identity would not be revealed to others during or after the experiment. Subjects

were randomly divided into groups of four individuals. In each round, players were endowed

with 20 tokens and asked to allocate them between their own private account and the group

account. Each token put into the subject’s private account was worth 1 point to him or her,

while each token allocated to the public account was worth 0.5 points to every group member,

including himself or herself. Let xi be subject i’s contribution to the group account and πi(x)

be the earnings of subject i, where x is the vector of each group member’s contribution.

Then, subject i’s earnings from the one-round game were determined by πi(x) = 20 − xi +

0.5
4∑

j=1

xj. After decisions on xi had been made, each subject was informed of his or her own

contribution, the total contribution to the public account in the group to which the subject

belongs, and his or her own earnings from the game (see Appendix C for the instructions).

All sessions were held in May and June 2010 at Kyungpook National University. A

total of 232 student subjects were recruited by online advertisements on the university’s web

bulletin board. The experiments were programmed and conducted by using z-Tree software

(Fischbacher, 2007). Subjects were asked to arrive 10 minutes before the session started and

they were seated in a computer lab upon arrival. Each session began with the experimenter

handing out instructions to participants and slowly reading them aloud line by line, which

took about 15 minutes. After reading the instructions, participants were asked to answer a

series of quizzes to make sure they clearly understood them. Subjects were not allowed to

talk or use any communication devices during the experiment.

Each session lasted on average about 25 minutes. Based on the points subjects earned

during the session, they were paid in cash immediately after the experiment. One point was

worth 30 KRW. Average total earnings were 21,144 KRW, with a maximum of 24,950 KRW
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and a minimum of 16,130 KRW, including a 5,000 KRW participation fee.3

3 Results

Two interesting sets of findings emerge from the comparisons of Phases I and II between the

P-S and S-S treatments. In Phase I, we find no significant difference in average contributions

between the two conditions except for the last two rounds, even though they seem to decay

faster in the partner condition. We also note significantly lower average contribution levels

in the P-S treatment throughout Phase II, which allows us to examine any lingering effect

of the partner treatment on cooperation. Each of these findings is discussed next separately

in greater detail.

3.1 Repeated play with partners sometimes fails

Result 1. A decline in average contributions during the first 10 periods is observed in both

treatments but this reduction is more rapid in the partner condition than in the stranger

condition throughout Phase I. Furthermore, average contributions in the last two rounds of

Phase I are significantly lower in the P-S treatment (i.e., the partner condition) than in the

S-S treatment (i.e., the stranger condition).

The trends of the average contribution levels during Phase I in both treatments, shown

in Figure 1, are typical of most public goods provision experiments. The overall average

contribution begins around 50% and steadily declines over time. Many studies have sought

the reason for the decay in contributions during the game repetition in partner condition.

Some argue that learning the game structure during repetition is the reason for the decay

(i.e., to learn free riding to be the dominant strategy) (Selten & Stoecker, 1986; Andreoni,

1995; Palfrey & Prisbrey, 1996; Houser & Kurzban, 2002). Others hold that rational players’

strategic play (i.e., making positive contributions in earlier rounds in order to induce the other

3Average earnings were approximately $17.40 (1,000 KRW is equivalent to $0.82). The minimum hourly

wage was 4,110 KRW in 2010.
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Figure 1. Average contributions in P-S treatment and in S-S treatment

group members’ contributions and withdrawing contributions as the game approaches the

end) could explain the decay (Kreps et al., 1982; Croson, 1996; Muller et al., 2008; Sonnemans

et al., 1999). Alternatively, a third view refers to the subjects’ conditional cooperative

motives. According to this last argument, subjects are willing to contribute as long as they

find other subjects have the same willingness, but are ready to withdraw their contributions

as soon as they discover other subjects have a selfish motive (Andreoni, 1995; Croson et al.,

2005; Fehr & Gächter, 2000; Fehr & Fischbacher, 2002; Fischbacher et al., 2001). In this

view, conditional cooperators can be key players in cooperative outcomes, especially when

the group is heterogeneously composed of conditional cooperators and defectors (Fischbacher

& Gächter, 2010).

We do not attempt to answer what causes the decay of the contribution levels in the

partner condition. We do, however, discuss some key points regarding the lower average

contribution levels observed in the partner condition during the last two rounds, which

suggests that the strategy hypothesis cannot properly explain the decay.

Two points should be mentioned here. First, a large reduction in the average contribution
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level is pronounced near the end game of Phase I in the P-S treatment. Average contributions

obtained in the 9th and 10th rounds in the partner condition (i.e., Phase I in the P-S

treatment) are 6.22 and 5.38, significantly different from the average contributions of 8.06

and 6.97 obtained in the stranger condition (i.e., Phase I in the S-S treatment) (Wilcoxon

rank-sum test p = 0.04 for the 9th round and 0.03 for the 10th round; n = 116 for each

treatment). We believe that some subjects’ strategic behaviors play a role in this end game

phenomenon. However, it should also be noted that the faster decay and lower level of

contributions observed in the last two rounds in the partner condition cannot be solely

explained by end-game strategic behavior as some previous studies have suggested. Because

there is no room for a strategic consideration in the last round of both conditions, the average

contributions in the last round should be the same in both treatments, were the decline in

contribution due only to diminishing opportunities for a strategic consideration. Thus, the

lower average contributions in the last two rounds of the partner condition suggests that

some subjects must have reduced their contributions more than they would have if their

reductions are motivated only by a strategic consideration. The lower average contribution

level near the end game in the partner condition supports the alternative explanation that

conditional cooperators’ “frustrated attempts at kindness” play a role in the decay of the

contribution during the game (Andreoni, 1995; Croson et al., 2005; Fehr & Fischbacher,

2002; Fischbacher et al., 2001; Fischbacher & Gächter, 2010; Chaudhuri, 2011).

Second, we do not believe that the faster decay of the contribution and the lower average

contribution near the end game observed in the partner condition is a norm. Rather, we

believe that the overall patterns of the contribution in the partner condition depend on the

composition of each group in terms of individuals’ cooperativeness. Due to the heterogeneity

of the group, the reciprocative attitude of conditional cooperators toward the other members

may induce them to raise or reduce their contribution in reaction to others’ contributions.

This tends to produce the within-group convergence and between-group divergence in terms

of contributions, which leads to the mixed findings regarding whether repeated interactions

with fixed partners are more effective at raising contributions.

Unlike most previous studies which focused on the comparison of average contributions
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in the partner and stranger conditions, we found that comparing variances in contributions

between the partner and stranger conditions reveals an aspect previously unseen in the

comparison of averages. As far as we know, Croson (1996) was the first study that has

mentioned the differences in the magnitude of (total) variances between partner condition

and stranger condition. We found that the movements of the overall variance’s components

(within-group and between-group variances separately) are different in each condition and

the analysis of the patterns of within-group and between-group variances, as opposed to

total variance, provides a new perspective on the effect of game repetition in the partner

condition.

Result 2. Between-group variances in contributions in the partner condition are significantly

larger than those in the stranger condition. Within-group variances in the partner condition

are significantly smaller than those in the stranger condition.

Figure 2 shows total, within-group, and between-group variances of players’ contributions

for each round in Phase I. The average of the total variances in Phase I is 53.88 in the

partner condition and 52.42 in the stranger condition (top panel in Figure 2), and they

are not statistically different (Levene’s robust test for equality of variance, p = 0.497).

However, dividing total variance into within-group and between-group variance allows two

distinctive patterns to emerge.4 First, between-group variances are significantly larger in the

partner condition than those in the stranger condition (Levene’s robust test for equality of

variance p = .000; bottom panel in Figure 2). Second, within-group variances in the partner

condition are significantly smaller than those in the stranger condition (Wilcoxon rank-sum

test p = .000; n = 290; middle panel in Figure 2).

Large between-group variances in the partner condition suggest that these groups di-

verge into cooperative and non-cooperative ones. Some groups successfully achieved high

4For the between-group variance test, we calculated the standard deviation of the average contributions of

each group in the partner and stranger conditions. For the within-group variance comparison, we calculated

the variance in contributions within each group first and then compared the average of those within-group

variances in the partner and stranger groups.
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Figure 2. Variances in the partner and stranger conditions.
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contributions, while others failed to maintain high contributions, or they were stuck at low

contribution levels.

The fact that within-group variances are smaller in the partner condition suggests that

the contributions of group members converge as they repeatedly interact with the same mem-

bers. On the other hand, the smaller within-group variances in the partner condition suggest

that the individuals in groups that failed to generate and maintain cooperation tended to

become mostly non-cooperative and the individuals in more cooperative groups tended to

remain highly cooperative. This distinctive combination of larger between-group variance

and smaller within-group variance in the partner condition, we believe, produces an impor-

tant net effect of repeated interactions that has been neglected in previous studies. Given

this combination of variances, the average contribution in the partner condition critically de-

pends on the initial composition of various player types (i.e., the proportions of free-riders,

reciprocators, and players with strategic motives) in each group. This might explain why

previous studies have reported conflicting results on whether the partner condition leads to

higher levels of contribution.

Result 3. Individuals’ cumulated profits in the partner condition display significantly larger

variation compared with those in the stranger condition, while the mean values of individuals’

cumulated profits are virtually the same.

Another important implication of the combination of between-group and within-group

variances is that when Phase I is over, individuals’ cumulated profits in the partner condition

should have significantly higher variance than those in the stranger condition. Figure 3

confirms this prediction. While the mean values of individuals’ cumulated profits in the two

conditions are similar (282.16 for P-S vs. 282.50 for S-S), the standard deviation is much

larger in the partner condition (50.94 in P-S vs. 30.58 in S-S) and the difference is statistically

significant (Levene’s robust test for equality of variance, p = 0.00). This is because in the

partner condition, subjects interact with the same three group members for 10 consecutive

periods and therefore an individual’s payoff heavily depends on the composition of the group.

In the partner condition, groups that successfully achieve a high level of cooperation in the
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Figure 3. Dispersion of subjects’ cumulated profits during Phase I

earlier rounds are more likely to sustain this level of cooperation in the later rounds while,

in the stranger condition, initial success or failure in cooperation is less likely to affect the

cooperative outcome in the later rounds. As a result, payoff differences, between groups as

well as between individuals, are accumulated and amplified in the partner condition as the

game is repeated and generate larger variation in profits in partner condition.

Result 4. The subjects in both treatments respond positively to other group members’ con-

tributions. However, the subjects in the partner condition are more responsive to other group

members’ contributions than those in the stranger condition.

We have hinted that the larger between-group variances and smaller within-group vari-

ances in the partner condition may be the result of subjects being more responsive to others’

behaviors when they repeatedly play with the same members. If the responsiveness of sub-

jects is higher in the partner condition, then we would expect more path-dependent group-

wise outcomes and larger between-group variances in the partner condition. At the same

time, the higher responsiveness of subjects in the partner condition would lead to similar

behavioral patterns among group members, resulting in smaller within-group variances in
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Table 1. Determination of individuals contributions during Phase I

Dependent Variable: Own Contribution at Round t

VARIABLES Strangers Partners Pooled

Partner Dummy -0.961

(1.202)

Own Contribution (t-1) 0.498*** 0.505*** 0.498***

(0.0395) (0.0413) (0.0395)

Own Contribution (t-1)× Partner 0.00740

(0.0762)

Others’ Contribution (t-1) 0.151*** 0.323*** 0.151***

(0.0356) (0.0402) (0.0356)

Others’ Contribution (t-1)× Partner 0.172***

(0.0403)

Round -0.0695 -0.190** -0.0695

(0.0404) (0.0636) (0.0404)

Round×Partner -0.121

(0.0850)

Constant 0.095*** 2.134** 3.095***

(0.756) (0.706) (0.756)

Observations 1,044 1,044 2,088

R-squared 0.263 0.405 0.336

Note: (1) Clustered-adjusted robust standard errors in parentheses. (2) *** indicates p < .01, ** and *

indicate p < .05 and * p < .1, respectively.

the partner condition.

Following Fischbacher & Gächter (2010) we conducted a regression analysis to test the

statistical significance of the observed stronger reaction to the other group members’ con-

tributions in the partner condition. We used individual i’s contribution at Round t (where

t = 2, 3. · · · , 10) as the dependent variable, and included, as independent variables, (i) in-

dividual i’s contribution at Round t − 1, (ii) individual i’s other group members’ average

contribution at Round t−1, (iii) a dummy variable indicating that the individual played the
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games in partner condition, and (iv) a variable indicating rounds. The results, summarized

in Table 1, show that subjects positively respond to the average contributions of other group

members in the previous round.5 More importantly, the coefficient of Others’ Contribution

(t-1) is higher in the partner condition than in the stranger condition and the difference

is significant at the 1% level (see the coefficient of Others’ Contribution (t-1)×Partner in

Table 1). Players in the partner condition contribute 0.323 tokens more on average in re-

sponse to a one-unit increase in other players’ contributions, while those in the stranger

condition contribute 0.151 tokens more. The difference of the coefficients, 0.172 tokens, is

also significant.

We believe that the higher responsiveness to other members’ contributions is the driving

force behind the between- and within-group patterns discussed in Results 2 and 3. This

higher responsiveness increases between-group variance in the partner condition, while the

between-group variance in the stranger condition remains stable over iterations. When, by

chance, more groups converge to low contribution levels, lower average contribution levels

would be observed in the partner condition, explaining why we observe significantly lower

contributions in the last two rounds of Phase I of the P-S treatment.

Without other supplementary schemes to foster cooperation such as punishment or group

competition, a simple repeated interaction is a risky choice for enhancing cooperation. The

partner condition does not promise, on average, a higher level of cooperation but generates

greater variation in contribution.

5Our results report cluster adjusted standard errors following Fischbacher & Gächter (2010). Based on

simulation analysis, Fischbacher & Gächter (2010) showed that using cluster adjusted standard error model

provides consistent estimates while Arellano-Bond dynamic panel model does not. We also tried Arellno-

Bond dynamic panel as an alternative estimation and the results are qualitatively similar to those presented

in Table 1. See Appendix B
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3.2 Once burned, twice mean: The lingering effect of partner ex-

perience

As a further test on the effect of repeated interaction on cooperation, we examined if having

partner experience, compared to having stranger experience, has any lingering effect on

future cooperation. To see this, we adopted a surprise restart method (Andreoni, 1988) after

the first 10-round games were over. Based on our finding summarized in Result 4 that the

subjects’ behaviors are more strongly affected by the other group members’ behaviors in

partner condition than in stranger condition, we hypothesize that partner type interaction

may have a stronger lingering effect on cooperation after the restart. In our experiment we

had all the players exposed to the stranger condition after the restart, allowing us to compare

the cooperation behaviors of all the participants in the identical condition except for their

past experience before the restart.

Result 5. The average contributions during the second phase in the P-S treatment were

significantly lower than those in the S-S treatment.

When we compare the contributions of each participant before and after the restart for

the P-S and S-S treatments, we found that those who went through the partner condition

contribute less than those who previously played the games in the stranger condition (see

Figure 1). The average contribution in the P-S treatment during Phase II is 6.84 tokens on

average, which is lower than the average in the S-S treatment (9.09 tokens on average), and

the difference is significant at the 1% level (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, n = 116). Furthermore,

this lower contribution obtained in the P-S treatment is consistent throughout each round

during Phase II (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p < .05 for every round of Phase II; n = 116).

We believe there are two possible explanations for why the Phase II contributions in P-S

treatment are lower than those in S-S treatment. First, it may be due to a treatment effect.

That is, playing the public goods games in partner condition during Phase I may have an

adverse effect on cooperation in Phase II where all games are played in stranger conditions.

Second, it may be an experience effect. The type of experience players had in Phase I may

influence their cooperative behavior in Phase II, and the effect might be stronger when it
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is experienced in partner condition, similar to what we see in Result 4. For example, when

players end up on the losing side of cooperation by contributing more than others during

Phase I, either because they tried (but failed) to induce cooperation from non-cooperators

or because they were taken advantage of by other members’ strategic behaviors in the later

rounds, such an experience may adversely affect their future cooperation and the effect may

be stronger for those who played the games in the partner condition.

To closely examine what causes the lower Phase II contributions in P-S treatment and

formally test two competing hypotheses mentioned in above paragraph, we conducted a re-

gression analysis using the difference in individual i’s average contributions during Phase I

and II, Conti,II−Conti,I , as the dependent variable. For the regressors we used the following

variables. To capture the effect of individuals’ experience during Phase I, we used individual

i’s experienced contribution gap, measured by the difference between the average contribu-

tion of individual i and the average contribution of the other group members during Phase

I, i.e., Conti,I − Cont−i,I . And we used a dummy variable indicating whether individual i

played the game during Phase I in partner condition. We also included the average con-

tribution of other group members in Phase II, Cont−i,II , for capturing a possible influence

of other subjects’s behaviors that individual i observed during Phase II.6 For the formal

derivation of the regression equation, see Appendix A. Table 2 summarizes the regression

results.

Three things are evident here. First, the experienced contribution gap in Phase I does

have a significant effect. When an individual’s own contribution is one token higher on

average than those of other group members throughout Phase I, he or she reduces the Phase

II contribution by 0.184 tokens in the stranger condition and 0.445 in the partner condition,

6One concern about our formulation of experience is that it might be correlated with the subjects’ type.

For example, free-rider types are more likely to have positive contribution gaps since their contribution will

be less than others’, while altruistic types are more likely to have negative contribution gaps. To address this

problem, we used the change of individual i’s contribution between Phase I and II, Conti,II − Conti,I , as

the dependent variable of our test. Assuming that the players’ types remain constant over the two Phases,

using the difference in one’s contributions between Phase I and II as the dependent variable will eliminate

the players’ type effect.
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Table 2. Previous experience matters, and it matters even more in the P-S treatment.

Dependent Variable: Conti,II − Conti,I

VARIABLES Strangers Partners Pooled (1) Pooled (2)

Conti,I − Cont−i,I -0.185*** -0.445*** -0.184*** -0.185***

(0.0683) (0.0716) (0.0632) (0.0683)

(Conti,I − Cont−i,I)× Partner -0.260*** -0.259***

(0.0925) (0.0959)

Cont−i,I -0.407** -0.559*** -0.547** -0.407***

(0.181) (0.0887) (0.081) (0.181)

Cont−i,I×Partner -0.152

(0.202)

Cont−i,II -0.0434 0.324* 0.137 -0.0434

(0.194) (0.188) (0.135) (0.194)

Cont−i,II× Partner 0.368

(0.270)

Partner in Phase I -1.750*** -2.746

(0.429) (2.160)

Constant 2.571 -0.175 2.438** 2.571

(1.886) (1.052) (1.090) (1.886)

Observations 116 116 232 232

Adjusted R-squared 0.107 0.432 0.383 0.369

Note: (1) Standard errors in parentheses. (2) *** indicates p < .01, ** and * indicate p < .05 and * p < .1.

and both changes are statistically significant at the 1% level. Second, the contribution

gap effect is stronger in the partner condition. Given one token difference in experienced

contribution gap, a player in the partner condition reduces his or her Phase II contribution

by 0.260 tokens more than his or her counterpart in the stranger condition and the difference

is statistically significant at the 1% level (see the coefficient of Contribution Gap in Phase

I×Partner in Pooled (1) column in Table 2). These two results indicate that a negative

contribution gap has a lingering effect on future cooperation, and that the lingering effect
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is stronger when the contribution gap is experienced in partner condition7. In other words,

experience matters, and it matters even more in the partner condition.

We have mixed results regarding the treatment effect. As we can see in the pooled

regression results in Table 2, playing the games in partner condition in Phase I seems to

have an adverse effect on Phase II cooperation. When a partner dummy is added in the

pooled regression in addition to the slope dummy for the contribution gap in Phase I, the

partner dummy is statistically significant at 1 % and the coefficient is very large. Taken

literally, playing the game in partner condition in Phase I reduces Phase II contribution by

1.75 token ceteris paribus (see the coefficient of Partner in Phase I in Pooled (1) column).

However, when we add slope dummies for partner condition to Others’ Contribution in Phase

I and Phase II, respectively, the partner dummy becomes statistically insignificant while its

absolute value becomes larger (-2.746). (See the coefficient of Partner in Phase I in Pooled

(2) column.) This loss of statistical significance can be due to the multicollinearity between

the slope dummies and the partner dummy. So, we believe that the treatment effect as well

as the experience effect contributed to the large reduction of the contributions in Phase II

for those who played the game in partner condition, but the evidence on the treatment effect

is not as clear as that of experience effect.

4 Conclusion

This paper presents experimental evidence that helps explain the conflicting results among

previous studies regarding repeated interactions and cooperation in public goods games.

Specifically, we show that repeated interactions with the same partners generates wider vari-

ations in group-level cooperation (in the form of between-group variances) and in individual

7We checked if the coefficient of the contribution gap depends on the sign of the contribution gap: that

is, if the positive experience in Phase I has a different lingering effect compared to a negative experience.

According to our results (not shown), the sign of contribution gap does not affect the magnitude of the

lingering effect. The coefficients of contribution gap do not show any significant difference when we run

separate regressions for groups with positive and negative contributions gaps.
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profit, without any significant gain in average cooperation. Larger between-group variance

and smaller within-group variances obtained in the partner condition reflect the fact that

during the games groups diverged in terms of their average cooperation levels, so that some

groups maintain high average cooperation levels while some fail to sustain cooperation. The

overall effectiveness of repeated play with the same partner depends on how many groups

remain to be cooperative. Therefore, the effect of repeated interactions on average contribu-

tion is contingent upon the initial composition of players in the partner groups (Fischbacher

& Gächter, 2010). This provides a clue to interpret the conflicting reports on its effectiveness

by previous authors. More importantly, we also show that repeated interactions may have a

lingering negative effect on the future cooperation, especially when players fail to generate

and sustain cooperation in their previous interactions.

We do not claim that repeated interactions are unnecessary for the evolution off co-

operation; rather, we believe that repeated interactions are essential for the development

of cooperation-generating schemes such as punishment and group competition (Markussen

et al., 2014), even though they may not be a sufficient condition.Our results suggest that

without the development of complementary cooperation-generating mechanisms, e.g., pro-

viding punishment (or reward) options or some other way to affect conditional cooperators

beliefs, repeated interactions themselves can be a risky choice for both policy designers and

participants (Chaudhuri, 2011).
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Appendices

A Derivation of the regression equation for Table 2

Let Conti,I and Cont−i,I be the average contribution of player i and average contributions

of the other players in i’s group in Phase I, respectively. Then, Conti,I can be formulated as

follows:

Conti,I = b0,I + b1,ICont−i,I + Ti + εi,I , (A.1)

where Ti represents the effect of player i’s type on his or her average contribution and εi,I

is the individual error term for the Phase I contribution. In Phase II, the quality of the

experience of player i in Phase I is added as an additional regressor:

Conti,II = b0,II + b1,IICont−i,II + Ti + b3(Conti,I − Cont−i,I) + εi,II , (A.2)

where Conti,I − Cont−i,I captures the quality of the experience of player i in Phase I.

A challenge to measuring the ‘quality of experience’ effect is that unlike other contribution

variables, player type is not readily observable from the data. To address this problem, we

check the change in player i’s contribution between Phases I and II. Since player i’s type is

assumed to be time-invariant, the player type variable will be eliminated from the difference

equation, as shown in the equation below:

Conti,II − Conti,I = b0 − b1,ICont−i,I + b1,IICont−i,II

+ b3(Conti,I − Cont−i,I) + (εi,II − εi,I),
(A.3)

where b0 = b0,II − b0,I .
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Table B.1. Arellano-Bond dynamic panel model.

VARIABLES Strangers Partners

Own Contribution (t-1) 0.0564 0.282***

(0.0583) (0.0641)

Others’ Contribution (t-1) 0.124** 0.581***

(0.0485) (0.0704)

Constant 0.606*** 0.693

(0.803) (0.909)

Observations 928 928

Num of ID 116 116

F-test 0.0290 0

Note: Robust standard errors in parentheses. (*** p < .01, ** p < .05 and * p < .1).

B Dynamic panel regression as an alternative estima-

tion in Table 1

In Table 1 in the main text, we presented the results from OLS with cluster adjusted standard

errors following Fischbacher & Gächter (2010). They show that using OLS with cluster

adjusted standard error model produces consistent estimates while Arellano-Bond dynamic

panel model does not. We also estimate the Arellno-Bond dynamic panel as an alternative

and found the results to be qualitatively similar to those presented in Table 1 (see Table

B.1). As in our OLS results, the coefficient of Others’ Contribution (t-1) variable is larger

in the partner groups than the one in the stranger groups and the difference is statistically

significant at the 1% level (t = 5.45).

C Instructions (English translation)

(This is for the experiments in partner condition. When the instructions were given, subjects were

not informed that another 10 rounds game would follow. After finishing Phase I, we announced,
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“Let’s do the same for another 10 rounds. During the following 10 rounds, the group membership

changes every round”.)

Welcome to the experiment. You are participating in an experiment about behavioral

motivation and decision-making. This experiment is funded by the Korea Research Founda-

tion.

Please read the following instructions carefully. You will receive a fixed amount of KRW

5,000 for participating in this experiment and will be able to earn more money based on

the decisions you make during the experiment. You will be paid in cash at the end of the

experiment (other participants will not know your earnings).

From now on, you are not allowed to talk with any other participants or use any com-

munication devices.

Your decisions will be processed anonymously, so there will be no chance that your

identity is revealed to other subjects in this room during the session.

If you have any questions during the instructions, please do not hesitate to ask.

You will be paid in cash immediately after this experiment based on the points you earn

from the experiment. The exchange rate is 1 point = 30 KRW.

C.1 Group Formation

24 students in this room are participating in the same experiment. When the session starts,

you will become a member of a group with three other anonymous members. In other words,

you will be a member of a group of 4. No identifying information will be revealed during

the session, so you will not be able to know who your group members are.

This experiment is composed of 10 decision rounds. The group membership will not be

changed for 10 rounds.8

In each round, you will be asked to make a decision in the following situation.

8This is for the experiments in partner condition. For stranger condition, we replaced this sentence with

“The group membership changes every round”.
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C.2 Experimental Procedure

In each round, you will be given 20 tokens. These are called endowment tokens. You will be

asked to allocate these tokens between your private account and the group account. In each

round, the following screen will appear (See the top screen shot in Figure C.1).

The top left corner of the screen informs you of the current round out of 10 rounds. On

the top of corner of the screen, you see how many seconds you have in order to make the

decision. You have 30 seconds to make a decision in each round. You have to decide how

many of the 20 tokens you are going to contribute to the group account. Enter your decision

in the blank box on the screen and click the red OK button to proceed. If you do not click

the OK button within 30 seconds, a warning will appear (see the bottom screen capture in

Figure C.1). Do not forget to click the red button. Your decision will not be finalized unless

you click the red OK button.

You can revise your decision before you click the OK button. Once you click the OK

button, your decision will be finalized, and you will not be able to revise your decision.

When all participants in this room finish making a decision, the following screen appears.

(Before this screen, you may see a screen saying “Wait for a moment”.) I will explain what

each line on the screen means in a few minutes.

C.3 Calculating your earnings in each round

C.3.1 Earnings from your private account

I will explain how to calculate your earnings based on your decision. When you allocate

some of your tokens to the public account, the remaining tokens will automatically be put

into your private account. That is,

The number of tokens in your private account

= 20 − your contribution to the public account

• (Example) If you contribute 10 tokens to the public account, you will have 10 tokens

in your private account.
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Figure C.1. Decision-making screen

• (Example) If you contribute 20 tokens to the public account, you will have 0 tokens in

your private account.

• (Example) If you contribute 0 tokens to the public account, you will have 20 tokens in
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Figure C.2. Summary screen

your private account.

One token in your private account is worth 1 point. That is,

Your earnings from your private account

= the number of tokens in your private account × 1 pt.

When you have 10 tokens in your private account, you will get 10 points. 20 tokens in your

private account give you 20 points, and 0 tokens in your private account give you 0 points.

Remember, one point will be exchanged into 30 KRW.

C.3.2 Earnings from the public account

When you contribute tokens to the public account, every member in your group will benefit.

Every member (including yourself) will receive 0.5 times the number of tokens in the public

account. For example, if there are 40 tokens in the public account, every group member will

receive 0.5 × 40 = 20 points. That is, one token in the public account is worth 0.5 points to

everyone in the group.
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• (Example) Assume you do not contribute anything to the public account, while the

total contribution from the other three members is 30. Everyone in the group will get

15 points from the public account.

• (Example) Assume you contribute 20 tokens to the public account and the sum of

the other three members’ contributions is 20. Then there will be 40 tokens in the

public account. You will receive 20 points from the public account, and the other three

members will also receive 20 points each.

• (Example) Assume you contribute 20 tokens to the public account and the other three

members contribute nothing. Then there will be 20 tokens in the public account. You

will receive 10 points from the public account, and the other three members will also

receive 10 points each.

In sum, one token contributed to the public account is worth 0.5 points to every member of

the group.

One token in your private account gives you 1 point. When you contribute one token to

the public account, you will get 0.5 points instead of 1 point. However, 0.5 points will be

given to the other members too. That is, one token in the public account raises 2 points in

total for the group (0.5 × 4). You increase other members’ earnings by contributing tokens

to the public account. In short, one token contributed to the public account increases every

member’s earnings (including the contributor) by 0.5 point.

C.3.3 Earnings in each round

Therefore, your earnings in each round will be determined in the following way. (See Figure

C.2.) The first two lines show your contribution to the public account and the total number

of tokens in the public account. The next two lines show your earnings from the private

account and public account, respectively. The last line shows your total earnings from the

round.

When you have reviewed the contents of the screen, click the CONTINUE button to

proceed. The screen will remain for 15 seconds. After 15 seconds, you will move to the next
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Earnings from your private account=20−your contribution —————————– (1)

Earnings from the public account=0.5 × (sum of all members’ contributions) —- (2)

Your earnings=(1)+(2)

round automatically. However, when you finish reviewing the screen showing your earnings,

please click the button to facilitate the process.

C.4 Exercise Sheet

Please answer the following questions to check whether you clearly understand the procedure.

Tokens Total number of tokens

Round in your Your contribution in the public account Your earnings

private account of your group

1 10 10 10 ( )

2 20 0 60 ( )

3 0 20 40 ( )

4 0 20 80 ( )

5 20 0 0 ( )

6 10 10 40 ( )

1. In Round 1, how many tokens do the other three members of your group have in their

private accounts?

2. In Round 4, how many tokens do the other three members of your group have in their

private accounts?

3. In Round 5, how many tokens do the other three members of your group altogether

allocate to the public account?
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4. In Round 6, how many tokens do the other three members of your group altogether

allocate to the public account?

5. When you contribute 5 tokens to the public account, your earnings from your private

account will be ( ) points.

6. When you contribute 13 tokens to the public account, your earnings from your private

account will be ( ) points.

7. When you contribute 8 tokens and the other members of your group altogether con-

tribute 10 tokens, there will be ( ) tokens in the public account. All of the members

in your group (including yourself) will receive ( ) points from the public account.
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